Data Sheet
Use of liquid gas heating devices (radiant heaters)

1. Contact person
Leipziger Messe GmbH
Technical Event Management Department (TI-VT)

Messe Allee 1  Tel.: 0341 / 678 - 9906
04356 Leipzig  E-Mail: veranstaltungstechnik@leipziger-messe.de

This department coordinates all required boundary conditions with the company's project manager.

2. Application area and principles
This data sheet applies solely to the premises of Leipziger Messe GmbH. The use of liquid gas heating devices must be reported to Leipziger Messe in a timely manner.

Solely equipment that meets the operating criteria for commercial use may be used (including protection against hose breakage and safety pressure regulator with relief pressure valve).

These items may only be used outside of buildings.

3. Requirements and information
The installation location must be coordinated with the Technical Event Management Department.

The manufacturer's installation and operating instructions must be observed.

Safety clearances must be adhered to.

Suitable extinguishing devices - Fire extinguishers min. 6 LE (extinguishing units) must be made available.

The storage of reserve gas bottles inside the trade fair building is prohibited.

Leipziger Messe reserves the right to conduct a gas safety inspection by an expert (subject to charges) if it becomes apparent that the manufacturer's specifications regarding the safety requirements have not been met.

4. Implementation
Use may only be commenced once all boundary conditions and requirements have been met.